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I. INTRODUCTION
In two recent papers (1, 2) devoted to the analysis of the visible spectrum of NiCl, we demonstrated the complementarity of low-resolution laser-induced dispersed fluorescence experiments and Fourier transform spectroscopy. NiCl is similar to the isovalent molecule NiF (3), so three low-lying electronic states ( 2 i , 2 i , and 2 + ) are expected in the first 2 000 cm −1 above the X 2 3/2 ground state. This causes an impressive number of intense (allowed) and weak (forbidden) transitions connecting to several upper electronic states. In addition, intervals between the electronic states are, in some cases, close to the values of the vibrational spacing. This can lead to mistakes in the identification of the electronic states linked by the observed transitions (4) . Even when a rotational analysis is possible, it can happen that two close-lying states have almost equal rotational and fine structure constants, leading to erroneous identifications of the electronic states. It appears that the construction of a credible energy level diagram can be carried out by observation of dispersed laser-induced fluorescence. Such an energy level diagram is a useful starting point to study bands recorded at high resolution either by (time-consuming) laser excitation spectroscopy (5) or by (time-saving) Fourier transform spectroscopy (1, 2) .
In this paper, we present the analysis of bands involving [1.6 
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Details about the experimental setups have been extensively described in Refs. (1) and (2) . We just recall that in the laserinduced fluorescence experiments, heated nickel vapor reacts with CH 3 Cl to produce NiCl molecules which interact with a cw tunable laser beam. The resultant fluorescence is dispersed with a Jobin-Yvon spectrometer. The Fourier transform spectra were recorded with a Bruker IFS 120 HR spectrometer with emission induced by a 2 450-MHz microwave discharge exciting a continuous flow of heated NiCl 2 vapor and He buffer gas in a quartz tube.
III. DESCRIPTION OF THE BANDS
The strong ionicity of halide compounds forces the low-lying molecular electronic configurations to be centered on the 3d atomic orbital of the metal atom. In the case of NiCl, as for NiF, the 2 + , 2 i , and 2 i states corresponding to the 3dσ −1 , 3dπ −1 , and 3dδ −1 electron holes are expected to be low-lying in the energy level diagram. In previous papers (1, 2) , some of the spin components associated with these three terms have been identified (see Fig. 1 
of Ref. 2).
Laser-induced dispersed fluorescence experiments have been performed. The three already known upper electronic spinorbit components [24.9] systematically recorded the induced fluorescence. Beside some 0-1 vibrational bands these experiments led to the identification of five transitions linking two or three of the upper states to two low-lying states located at 1 646 cm −1 and 382 cm −1 above the X 2 3/2 state (Fig. 1) . The low-resolution data was compared with observations of the bands recorded by Fourier transform spectroscopy.
From these considerations it has been possible to determine that the = 3/2 state located at 1 646 cm state.
IV. ROTATIONAL ANALYSIS OF THE BANDS (a) Introduction
A characteristic of the emission spectrum of NiCl recorded in the spectral region of 20 000-25 000 cm −1 is that only two bands [21.9] Table 1 and the derived parameters in Table 2 . We note that it has been possible to determine the -doubling parameter q in the upper 2 i state in this study. In the previous analysis (2), the excited We found a mistake in are not corrected by the calibration factor. All the entries of this column must be multiplied by the factor 1.000 002 23. This has no consequence for the derived parameters, which were fitted with correct wavenumbers in Ref. states to the values determined from microwave data (9, 10) . All the lines are listed in Table 1 and the derived parameters in In the course of the work described in the previous section we identified some vibrationally-excited bands, among which is the [21.6] = 3/2 (v = 2)-X 2 3/2 (v = 1) one (21 988 cm −1 ). In the emission spectrum this band is significantly stronger than the 1-0 band (22 014 cm −1 ) of the same transition. We suspected that another band overlapped with the 2-1 band. Tuning the laser to this spectral region, we observed two weak fluorescence signals (R-heads) at 20 723 cm (Table 2) . Unfortunately it has not been possible to determine any fine structure parameter because of the lack of high J -value rotational lines. The constants of the X 2 3/2 state are very well known (1, 9) , so a simulated set of lines of the R-branch located at 22 364 cm (6 ) . As noted in Section III, a 2 i electronic state should exhibit a spinorbit splitting equal to 2ξ = 550 cm −1 , which is in agreement with the experimental value (459 cm −1 ).
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
By combining the results collected from two experimental methods has made it possible to draw an energy level diagram 
the + and − refer to the e and f parity levels respectively. Up to now, however, attempts to analyze these bands have been unsuccessful despite the fact that the upper states of the transitions are now well known. Such a problem of interpretation also occurs in the analysis of the microwave data (11) . It seems that, as observed for NiF, the [0.38]X 2 1/2 spin component is affected by a strong interaction with close-lying states. Despite the congested aspect of the bands we hope to be able to carry out laser experiments as was done successfully in the case of NiF (7).
In general, the energy levels of metal halides (M X, X = F, Cl, Br, I) correlate with those of metal hydrides (MH). However, the low-lying electronic energy levels of NiH appear to differ somewhat from those of the nickel halides. (6) showed that components of quartet states are theoretically expected in the first 2 000 cm −1 above the ground state of NiF. Recently Chen et al. (13) carried out a molecular beam experiment on NiF. The temperature of the molecular beam is sufficiently low (90 K) that only the two lowest energy spin components are populated. Laser excitation spectra are then free of transitions involving the other low-lying electronic states. We can hope that this experimental technique (applied to NiCl) could help to answer some of the remaining questions about the energy level diagram of NiCl.
